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 1901.] MAN. [No. 132.

 average height was nearly 5 ft. 8 in., the unit of distribution was ne.arly 13 in., so the
 class U exceeded 6 ft. 1 in. ; consequently even U overlooks a mob. while V, who exceed
 6&ft. 23 in., and much more the higher grades, tower above it in an increasingly eminent
 degree.

 Worth of a Child.-Dr. Farr calculated the value at its birth of a baby born of the
 wife of an Essex labourer, supposing it to be an average specimen of its class in lengthl
 of life, in cost of maintenance while a child and in old age, and in earnings during youth
 and manhood. He capitalised with actuarial skill the prospective values at the time of

 birth, of the outgoings and the incomings, and on balanciig the items found the newly-
 born infant to be worth 51. A similar process woould conceivably brino out t;ie money
 value at birth of children destined when they grew up to fall inito each of the several
 classes, and by a different method of appraisement to discover their moral and social

 worth. As regards the money value of men of the higlhest class, many found great
 industries, establish vast uudertakings, increase the wealth of multituides and amass
 large fortunes for themselves. Others, whether rich or poor, are the guides and light of
 the nation, raising its tone, enlightening its difficulties and imposing its ideals. The
 more gifted of these men, members of our yet undefinied X class, would be each worth
 thousanids of pounds to the nation at the moment of their birth.

 Descent in a Population.-The most economical way of producing such men may
 be inferred from the Table of Descent accompanying the memoir, calculated for an ideal
 population, on tthe supposition that all marriages are equally fertile, that the statistical
 distribution of qualities continues unchanged and that the normal law of frequency
 prevails througlhout. In this particular table it was also supposed that both parents
 were always alike in quality. The diagram that illustrates it shows also very cle.arly the
 contribuitions of each class of parent to each class of the ilext generation. The V class
 of parentages number 35 per 10,000, which represents in the 40,000,000 of the
 population an anniual output of 1,300 male youths of that class who attain their
 majority in the same year. Of the 34 or 35 V sons 6 come from the 335 V-class parents,
 10 from- the 180 U, 10 from the 672 T, 5 from the 1,614 S, and 3 from the 2,)00 R.
 Therefore V is 3 times richer than U in produicing V offspring, 1 times than T,
 55 times than S, ant 145 times richer than R. Economiy of cost and labour in

 improving the race will therefore depend on confininig attentioni to the best parentages.
 The falling off when only one of the parents is of the V class and the other unknown
 was shown to be a little more than 41.

 In dealing with large numbers the statistical constancy of the result resembles
 those of a fixed law. The above figures might then be accepted as certainties like
 those in tables of mortality, if they are fofinded on a correct hypothesis. It is not
 claimed that the hypothesis is more than approximately correct. but in any case the
 results will be constant and probably not very different from those given in the table.
 They showed that 35 marriages of two persons each of class V will produce five
 adult son. and five a(lult dauiglhters of that same V class. They will also produce ten
 of eaclh sex of the U class and 12 of the T. A discount will have to be taken off
 these figuires in deducting their significance, because the performanlce in matuire life
 often falls short of its promise in youtlh. The lectturer strongly condemnedt the neglect
 by educational authorities to investigate the correlation between youthful promnise and
 subsequent performance, by the closeniess of which the value of the present huge system
 of examinations caln alone be judged.

 Augmentation of 1R-voured Stock.-Euthusiasm to improve our race might express
 itself by granting diplomas to a select class X of young men and women, by encouraging
 their interniarriages and by promoting the early marriage of girls of that high class.
 rhe means that are available consist in dou ries, where a maloderate sum is important,

 help in emergencies'hlealthy homes, pressure of public opinion, lhonours, and(I the intrQ-
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 duction of religious motives, which are very effective as in causing llindoo girls and most
 Jewesses to marry young. The span of a generation would be thereby shortened, which
 is equtivalent to increasing the fertility of one that was unshortened. It would also save

 the early years of the childl-bearing period from barrenness. Healthy homes would
 diminish mortality among children, and in that way increase the output of adult offspring.

 There is a tendency among girls to shrink from marriage on prudential grounds. This

 feeling might be directed in the opposite way, by making it an imprudence in an X girl

 not to gain the advantages that would reward the indulgence of a natural instinct. It

 was concluded that the effect of a widely-felt enthusiasm for improving the race inigbt

 be expected to add an average increment of one adult son and one adult daughter to the
 prospective offspring of each X girl. These would be distributed among the X, WV, and
 V classes much as the offsprinig, of V parentages are distributed among the V, U, and T
 classes, but not in quite such high proportions, which were five of each sex to the first,
 ten to the second; and so on.

 Economicacl Problem.-The problemn to be solved now appears in a clear shape.
 An X cbild is worth so and so at birth and one of each of the inferior grades respec-

 tively is worth so and so ; 100 X-favoured parentages will each produce a gain of so
 manv; the total value of their produce can therefore be estimated by an actuary, con-
 sequently it is a legitimate expenditure to spend up to sucih and such an amount on each

 X parentage. The distinct statement of a problem is often more than half way towards
 its solution. There seenis no reason why this one should not be solved between limiting
 values that are not too wide apart to be useful.

 Existing Agencies.-Leaving aside profitable expenditure from a money point of
 view the existence of large anid voluntary activities should be borne in mind that
 have nobler aims. It appears that the annual voluntary contributions to public
 charities in the British Isles amount on the lowest computatioln to 14,000,0001., and
 that, as Sir H. Burdett asserts on good grounds, is by no means the maximum
 attainable (Hospitals and Charities, 1898, page 85).

 A custom has existed in all ages of wealthy persons befriendinig poor and promising
 youths which might be extended to youiig and promising couples. It is a conspicuous
 feature in the biographies of those who have risen from the ranks, that they were
 indebted for their first start in life to this cause. Again, it is usual amoiig large land-
 owners to proceed not on the rackrent principle, but to select the worthiest all round for
 tenants and others in their employ, alid to give therfi good cottages at low rents and
 other facilities. The advantage of being enmployed on one of those liberally-condleted
 properties being thoroulghly appreciated, there are usually many applicants to each
 vacancy, so selection can be exercised. The result is that the tenants and servants of all
 kinds to be found about them are a finer stamp of men to those in similar positions

 elsewhere. It might easily becomne an avowed object of noble families to gather fine
 specimens of humanity around thenm, as it is to produce fine breeds of cattle ari(d so
 forth, which are costly in money but repay in satisfaction.

 Finally, there are building societies that liave higher ends than mere investments
 and which' have been endowed with princely generosity. A settlemnent of selecte(d
 persons might conceivably be maintained that should bear somne analogy to colleges
 with their fellowships, and include a grant of rooms for a term of years at low cost.
 A select class would create through their owii merits an attractive settlement, distin-
 guished by energy, intelligence, and civic worth, juist as a first-rate club attracts
 desirable candidates by its own social advantages.

 Prospects.-It is easy to indulge in Utopias, including a vast system of statistical
 registration, but the pressing need is to establish a firm basis of fact for ihe roads tllat
 lead towards race improvement. The magniitude of the inquiry is great, but its object
 is one of the highest that man can hope to accomplish, and there seems nlo reasoti to
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 doubt its practicability to a greater or less degree. The question of how much may

 be reasonably anticipated must be delaved until the problems that have been indicated

 are more or less satisfactorily solved. FRANCIS' GALTON.

 America: Ethnography. Hill-Tout, &c.
 (1.) The Ethnographic Survey of' Canada. Abstract of the report of the

 Commnittee of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, presented IUU
 at Glasgow, September 17tb, 1901; to be printed in full in Proc. Brit. Assoc.
 (Glasgoow), 1901.

 (2.) Ethnologicall Studies of the Mainland Halk5mnlirmn, a Division of the Salish
 of British Columbia. Abstract of a paper by Chas. Hill-Tout, appended to the above

 Report.

 (1.) The Committee records with regret the very sudden decease of its secretary,
 Dr. Gr. M&. Dawson, which occurred at Ottawa on March 2, 1901. Dr.'Dawson had
 been identified with the work of- this Committee from the time of its organisation, at
 first as its chairman and later as its secretary. His vell-known ethnological studies in
 connection with the Indians of the Pacific coast, and the keeu practical interest which
 he constautly manifested in the prosecution of sUCh work gave special weight to his
 connection with this Committee, the object of which commaijded lhis warmest sympathy
 and his deepest interest. The Committee is keenly sensible of the great,loss it has
 sustained in the removal of one whose broad interest in the progress of scientific research,
 and whose intelligent appreciation of the many dlifficult problems connected with the
 prosecution of ethnological work in a country where the conditions are changing so
 rapidly, gave him exceptional qualifications for the guidance of the work, and imparted-
 to those especially engaged in collecting data a never-failing stimulus and enthusiasm.

 The Committee desires to be reappointed, and recommends Mr. C. Hill-Tout, of

 Abbotsford, British Columbia, to be appointed secretary, and the Rev. John Campbell,
 of Montreal, to be a member of the Committee.

 Renewed negotiations with certain of the provincial governments have been opeiied

 dtiriug the year with a view to having the work of this Committee placed upon a more
 permaneut basis, aud it is hoped that favourable results may appear before our next
 annual report is made. Dr. Ganong has undertaken the organisation of systematic work
 in New Brunswick, withi special reference to the remnants of Indian tribes. The
 anthropometric work of the Committee continues. Mr. Leou Gerin has continued his
 studies with reference to the Iroquois of Caughnawaga (Caniengahaka, cf. MAN, 1901.
 134). Mr. A. F. Hunter has published in the Archleological Report of Onatario for
 1900 hIis third contribution to the bibliography of Ontario archbology; and in Vol. III.
 of the Ontario Historical Society, an article on The Etkno,fraphical Elements of
 Ontario, whiclh has been reprinted separately and may be obtained through the
 Coin mittee.

 (2.) Mr. Hill-Tout has continued his studies of the Salish tribes of British
 Columbia. His report for this year, which deals chiefly with the Haal1om8lEm tribes
 of the Lower Fraser, is given in abstract below, and will be published more fully next
 year.

 This report deals cliefly with the TcilQ5uk and KwautlEn tribes in the lower
 Fraser district. The former are not true members of the Halk5m&lEm division, tlhough
 they now speak its tongue. They are more communistic in their mode of life than
 othier tribes. The office of principal chief generally descended from father to son,
 Their potlatcll and other feasts have been reluctantly given up. The tribe eat together
 as one family. Their permanent habitation was the communal long house ; each family
 wvas entitled to a space 8 talz square, a talz being the length of the space between tle
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